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(57) ABSTRACT 

Card reader/Writer devices and methods for reading/Writing 
Correspondence Address: both M-cards, PICCs, and/or S-cards, Wherein such devices 
BUCHANAN INGERSOLL P_C_ can comprise a magnetic head (Which can have multiple 
ONE OXFORD CENTRE’ 501 GRANT tracks), an A/D converter, a gated buffer module associated 
STREET With the A/D converter, an F2F decoder associated With the 
20TH FLOOR gated buffer module for enabling the integration of multiple 
PITTSBURGH’ PA 15219 (Us) discrete M-card reader formats With decoder functions, and 

an integral PICC data processor, Which can perform the 
(21) APPL NO; 10/860,616 functions of a PCD, for reading/Writing a PICC along With 

the M-card. An internal RF analog antenna circuit can be 
(22) Filed; Jun_ 3, 2004 provided for receiving signals from the PICC, or an external 

PCD antenna can be connectable to the RF circuit. The F2F 
Related US, Application Data decoder can be integrated With the PICC data processor, and 

the A/D converter can process analog data from both the 
(60) Provisional application No. 60/477,133, ?led on Jun. magnetic head and the RF antenna circuit. Acontact module 

9, 2003. could also be provided to read/Write an S-card. 
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CARD READER/WRITER DEVICES AND 
METHODS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This patent application claims priority to US. 
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/477,133, Jun. 9, 
2003. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] The invention generally relates to card reading 
and/or Writing devices and associated methods, including 
devices having one or more magnetic heads for reading 
and/or Writing magnetic cards (M-cards) and devices for 
reading and/or Writing smart cards (S-cards) or Proximity 
Integrated Circuit Cards (PICCs), Which are a contactless 
type of S-card. More particularly, the invention relates to a 
pseudo intelligent magnetic head and proximity coupling 
devices for reading/Writing both types of cards, and multiple 
track magnetic head devices for integrating multiple discrete 
magnetic strip card reader formats With decoder functions, in 
a single small footprint contained package. 

[0003] Both PICCs and S-Cards have a chip, e.g., a tiny 
microprocessor or Wired memory logic circuit, embedded in 
the card. The PICC has a small antenna Which can be a made 
from copper conductive ink or aluminum, that is coiled 
inside the card, in addition to the embedded microprocessor 
chip, or memory logic circuit. The PICC can be read/Written 
Without making physical contact With a reader/Writer, e.g., 
PCD, so long as the PCD similarly has components for 
receiving/transmitting the Wireless (e.g., RF) signal from the 
PICC. All that is necessary is to pass the PICC Within a 
certain distance of the PCD. 

[0004] The S-card, on the other hand, must be brought into 
contact With a reader/Writer, such as by being inserted into 
a contact module. The contact module makes contact With 
the chip in the S-card to transfer information is betWeen the 
contact module and the S-card. 

[0005] Dual track magnetic head devices, and in some 
cases tri-track heads, are knoWn in the art. HoWever, such 
magnetic head devices do not have the ability to selectively 
decode multiple analog tracks of magnetic information read 
from a M-card Within a single small footprint contained 
package. Prior art magnetic head devices are also not knoWn 
to have the capability to further integrate a PCD With 
antenna to enable a PICC or S-card to be read and Written in 
conjunction With a M-card. Such prior art magnetic head 
devices also do not have the necessary interface and signal 
ing activity necessary to manage both functions, thereby 
permitting both M-cards and PICCs, or S-cards, to be 
managed and processed enabling coexistence. 

[0006] Conventional dual or tri-track magnetic head 
devices also struggle With the dif?cult task of matching a 
magnetic head selection and output stream With an associ 
ated F2F discrete decoder device or devices. In addition, it 
is not possible to auto con?gure. the magnetic reader to 
accept multiple tracks With varying formats. Conventional 
magnetic heads With multiple tracks require both an equal 
number of associated F2F decoders and interface logic made 
up of multiple components, thus requiring large undesired 
footprints and increased poWer consumption. 
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SUMMARY 

[0007] According to the invention, pseudo intelligent card 
reader/Writer devices and associated methods are provided 
for reading/Writing both M-cards, PICCs, and/or S-cards. 
Overall, an embodiment of the invention can comprise a 
multiple track magnetic head device having an analog to 
digital converter, a gated buffer module associated 
With the A/D converter, a tWo-frequency coherent phase 
(F2F) decoder associated With the gated buffer module for 
enabling the integration of multiple discrete M-card reader 
formats With decoder functions, and an integral PICC data 
processor, Which can perform the functions of a Proximity 
Coupling Device (PCD), providing the added capability of 
reading/Writing a PICC in conjunction With the M-card, 
Wherein all components can be contained Within a single 
small footprint package. An internal RF antenna can also be 
provided for receiving signals from the PICC, or an external 
PCD antenna can be connectable to the RF antenna circuit. 
The F2F decoder can be integrated With the PICC data 
processor, and the A/D converter can process raW, analog, 
data from both the magnetic head and the internal RF analog 
antenna circuit. A serial interface controller for connecting 
With external equipment can also be provided as part of the 
device, as can a crypto/security unit for encrypting/decrypt 
ing output/input. A contact module could also be provided if 
desired to read/Write a contact type S-card. 

[0008] An embodiment of the invention, referred to here 
inafter as a “Multi-Track Magnetic Head Device” (MTMD), 
can comprise a tri-track magnetic head With each track 
associated With the A/D converter, a gated buffer module, 
and a matched F2F decoder, enabling the selective decoding 
of any of the analog tracks of information, or combinations 
thereof, read from an M-card. the MTMD can further 
comprise a serial interface controller for connecting With 
external equipment, and the capability to receive control 
signals from an external PCD having a PCD antenna con 
nected to the A/D converter or gated buffer module. The 
gated buffer module can detect both magnetic and PICC 
activity, and can control priority as betWeen magnetic data 
streams and PICC activity if both are presented simulta 
neously. 

[0009] A more complex embodiment of the invention, 
referred to as an “Integrated M-Card/PICC Digital Signal 
Processor” (IMPD), can comprise integrating the aforesaid 
PCD functionality With the combined A/D converter and 
matched F2F decoder. The PICC Data processor can be 
con?gured to manage the required PICC bit data processing 
and signaling functions of a PCD. The F2F decoder is 
preferably be integrated With the PICC Data processor, but 
could be separate module. The integral RF analog antenna 
circuit receives analog PICC signals from the PICC, and 
feeds the signals to the combined A/D converter, Which 
processes the analog signals from the RF analog antenna 
circuit as Well as the analog data from the magnetic tracks. 
M-card and PICC activity is detected and controlled by the 
gated buffer, Which receives input from the A/D converter. 
When dual activity is detected, the gated buffer module can 
resolve contention by preempting either the M-card activity 
or the PICC activity, Which could be based upon Which 
process started ?rst. Since all of the logic can be integrated 
into the single small footprint device, the possibility of tWo 
electronic media types attempting to process at the same 
time, thereby creating contention, is minimiZed. This can be 
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accomplished by designing the gated buffer module in a 
manner such that a neW processing task Will not be enabled 
until a previously initiated task is completed. However, there 
is still the possibility of magnetic and PICC activity con 
tending for processing by the Data Processor. In the event 
that a PICC requires immediate processing, the gated buffer 
module may preempt the M-Card activity. In addition, an 
M-Card active signal is generated by the gated buffer 
module Which provides an external control status that can 
signify an active M-Card, or, if the M-Card is not active, that 
a PICC is active, or that there is no activity. 

[0010] Other details, objects, and advantages of the inven 
tion Will become apparent from the folloWing detailed 
description and the accompanying draWings ?gures of cer 
tain embodiments thereof. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
FIGURES 

[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of an MTMD 
con?guration according to the invention. 

[0012] FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of an IMPD 
con?guration according to the invention. 

[0013] FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of a system 
implementation of an MTMD. 

[0014] FIG. 4 illustrates an embodiment of a system 
implementation of an IMPD. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0015] Although certain embodiments of the invention are 
shoWn and described in detail beloW, it is to be understood 
that various changes and modi?cations to the described 
embodiments may be made Without departing from the 
scope of the appended claims. The scope of the invention 
should thus be in no Way be limited in respect to the number 
of constituting components, the materials thereof, the shapes 
thereof, the relative arrangement thereof, etc., Which are 
disclosed hereinafter merely as examples of certain embodi 
ments of the invention. 

[0016] Referring to FIG. 1, an embodiment of an MTMD 
con?guration 5 according to the invention is shoWn, com 
prising a magnetic head 7 (in this example having three 
discreet tracks-01, 02, 03), an A/D converter 9 associated 
With each track (Track 01, 02 and 03) for processing raW, 
analog data therefrom, a gated buffer module 11 receiving 
processed data from the A/D converter, and an F2F decoder 
13 Which receives processed data from the gated buffer 
module 11. The F2F decoder 13 processes the digital mag 
netic data from the A/D converter 9 into intelligent, readable 
magnetic data Which can be fed to an output, for example via 
a serial TTL controller 15, for external application interpre 
tation. The A/D converter 9 can be a module, Which can 
comprise multiple individual A/D converters each associ 
ated With an individual magnetic track. The serial TTL 
controller 15 can be provided for communicating output 
from the F2F decoder 13 to external equipment, such as a 
host computer (not shoWn). The serial TTL controller 15 is 
optional, but enables communication of all magnetic track 
information in a serial fashion as opposed to separate 
lines/pins. 
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[0017] Also shoWn are an M-card 17, a PICC card 19, an 
external PCD 21 and PCD antenna 23 (Which is shoWn 
internal to the PCD 21 but could be a separate component). 
As shoWn, the PCD 21 is an external component (associated 
With external equipment) Which communicates digital sig 
nals from a PICC 19 to the gated buffer module 11, such as 
via PICC signal pin 15 and PICC disable pin 27. The gated 
buffer module feeds the F2F decoder 13 With M-card 17 data 
processed by the A/D converter 9. The F2F decoder 13 can 
selectively decode any one or combination of discrete mul 
tiple magnetic tracks 01-03 read by the multiple track 
magnetic head 7, Which tracks can have different formats. 
The MTMD con?guration 5 can thus solve the often-difficult 
task of matching a magnetic head selection and output 
stream With a single associated F2F decoder. In addition, the 
ability to select any combination of read head tracks pro 
vides conventionally unrealiZed options to auto con?gure 
the magnetic reader to accept multiple tracks With varying 
formats. This can be accomplished in the MTMD con?gu 
ration 7 through the enabling of individual clock input 
selections (i.e., clock-1, clock-2 and clock-3). Alternatively, 
the F2F decoder could employ a strobe output for each track. 

[0018] Conventional magnetic heads With multiple tracks 
can typically employ both an equal number of associated 
F2F decoders and interface logic made up of multiple 
components, thus requiring large undesired footprints and 
increased poWer consumption. In the MTMD con?guration, 
a single integrated device provides a smaller footprint solv 
ing both of the aforementioned problems, thus alloWing for 
neW and compelling applications using smaller, more poWer 
ef?cient implementations. 

[0019] The information ?oW, or processing of data, 
through the MTMD 5 can be as folloWs: raW/analog data 
from the multiple track magnetic head 7 is fed to the A/D 
converter 9; the external PCD 21 feeds digital control 
signals to the gated buffer module 11; digital output from the 
AID converter 9, corresponding to the magnetic strip data, 
also feeds the gated buffer module 11; and the processed 
digital data from the magnetic tracks is routed from the gated 
buffer module 11 to the F2F decoder 13 and thence to an 
output, e.g., the Serial TTL controller 15, Whereas the data 
from the PICC can be fed directly to the output. 

[0020] The gated buffer module 11 provides the decision 
making logic for the device. The gated buffer module 11 
de?nes the logic and routing that controls the communica 
tion of M-card 17 data, and PICC 19 data (and/or S-card 
data), to the F2F decoder 13, and Serial TTL controller 15. 
The gated buffer module 11 also generates signals to notify 
external devices, including the PCD 21, if the MTMD 5 is 
already processing an M-card 17, PICC 19, (and/or S-card). 
The gated buffer module 11 also can be interrupted by the 
PCD 21, if the logic is con?gured to enable this response. 
The gated buffer module 11 could terminate the magnetic 
operation, and/or store the magnetic data for completion at 
a later period so as to permit a PICC 19 take over the 
processing event. 

[0021] The M-Card signal pin 29 provides status to the 
PCD 21, or externally connected circuitry (not shoWn), 
informing of the M-Card 17 becoming active, or, if the 
M-Card signal 29 is driven to a loW state (Zero), that it is 
already active. This is accomplished by feeding analog data 
from the three magnetic tracks 01, 02, 03 of the multiple 
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track magnetic head 7 to the A/D converter 9 and commu 
nicating the output of the A/D converter 9 to the gated buffer 
module 11. The gated buffer module 11 temporarily stores 
the output of the A/D converter 9 and generates the M-Card 
signal 29 activity state. If an M-Card signal 29 generated by 
M-Card 17 activity is driven to a loW-state, externally 
connected equipment (not shoWn) is informed that an active 
M-Card 17 processing event is occurring. In the event the 
PICC signal 25 is pulled to an active loW state by external 
circuitry associated With the PCD 21 detecting PICC 19 
activity, the gated buffer module 11 logic can preempt the 
M-Card 19 activity so that the PCD 21 activity can proceed. 
Alternatively, the MTMD 5, via the gated buffer module 11 
logic, can be con?gured to not alloW preemption of the 
M-Card 17 activity if the PICC disable 25 is driven to a 
loW-state. 

[0022] The gated buffer module 11 logic can take into 
account M-Card 17 activity from the magnetic head 7 (via 
the A/D converter 9), PICC signal pin 25 logic level, and the 
PICC disable pin 27 logic level to determine the M-Card 17 
activity logic level. The gated buffer module 11 can be used 
in tWo different manners. In general the gated buffer module 
11 functions as the input logic decision tree for input signals 
such as PICC signal 25 and PICC disable 27 as Well as 
output the M-Card signal 29. In the case of the tWo input 
signals, PICC signal 25 and PICC disable 27, the gated 
buffer module 11 takes into account the tWo inputs and 
provides logic to either store the results of A/D converter 9 
magnetic data in progress or to terminate the existing 
process. The functions of the gated buffer module 11, as an 
example of a presently preferred embodiment, can be as set 
out in more detail in the folloWing table: 

MTMD Pin State of Pin gated buffer module Function 

PICC disable LoW or active M-Card or magnetic activity being 
preempted is not permitted. The M 
Card signal sent to the PCD Would 
indicate that magnetic activity Was 
on-going and the PCD activity 
Would not be able to gain access of 
the hosting processor until the M 
Card signal becomes in-active. 

High or in-active M-Card signal upon activation Would 
be driven to an in-active state if 
PICC disable Was in-active and PICC 

signal became active. (The M-Card 
signal Would not be permitted to 
become active either) The gated 
buffer Would either store all magnetic 
data taken in from the A/D converter 
before the F2F decoder Was 
permitted to operate on it or the gated 
buffer Would simply terminate the 
Magnetic process and force the M 
Card signal to become in-active so 
that the PCD activity Would take 
precedence and/or the in process 
magnetic activity Would terminate 
and therefore need to be restarted as 
if a neWly requested card 
presentation to the system Was made. 
If the A/D magnetic data Were 
buffered because of preemption, the 
data Would be sent to the F2F 
decoder upon PICC signal becoming 
in-active. The gated buffer logic 
Would keep count of the preemption 

PICC disable 
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-continued 

MTMD Pin State of Pin gated buffer module Function 

activated from the PICC signal. If 
this occurs more than once Within a 

given amount of time, the A/D 
magnetic data held in the gated 
buffer Would be cleared as if the 
magnetic occurrence never 

happened. 
The gated buffer logic simply passes 
all magnetic activity through and the 
M-Card signal becomes active upon 
magnetic activity. 
See PICC disable signal in-active 
Signi?es that no magnetic activity is 
requested or in process. This alloWs 
the systems PICC activity through 
the PCD to continue or start Without 
concern of any magnetic card activity 
interference 
Provides status to an external device 
such as a PCD to inform that 

magnetic activity is occurring. The 
PCD may accept this active state and 
hold off on any PICC activity until 
the magnetic activity is completed 
and the M-Card signal becomes in 
active. Or the PCD may send the 
PICC signal anyWay forcing the 
magnetic active to terminate or be 
preempted. This Would force the M 
Card signal to an in-active state. In 
preempted mode, the A/D magnetic 
data Would be stored in the gated 
buffer aWaiting PICC signal to 
become in-active before proceeding. 
This magnetic A/D data Would only 
be stored for a short period of time 
before complete termination. The 
combination of the input Clock 
signal from one of the Track reads 
and PICC signal occurrences Would 
determine this period of termination 
and the gated buffer being cleared. 

PICC signal In-active 

PICC signal 
M-Card 

Active 
In-Active 

M-Card Active 

[0023] The A/D converter 9 is generally a separate module 
(comprising multiple individual A/D converters) included 
Within the monolithic silicon substrate, i.e., part of the chip. 
The Serial TTL controller 15 can utiliZe a serial interface 
communications scheme of any conventional type. Standard 
serial interface schemes include, for example, but not be 
limited to, USB, RS232, and RS485. VDD denotes the 
positive poWer source input symbol associated With CMOS 
devices that support mixed signal (analog and digital). When 
mixed signal technology is implemented, it is usually nec 
essary that tWo grounds be provided. One such ground is 
denoted by VSS (Logic Ground) and the other is denoted by 
Case Ground. Case Ground is normally necessary for the 
analog (RF) circuits, and VSS is normally necessary for the 
digital circuitry. CMOS technology used to generate inte 
grated circuits references ground as VSS, or “logic ground.” 
VSS ground is usually coupled to other circuits that Would 
be providing input to the MTMD circuitry. 

[0024] The MTMD con?guration 5 can solve the often 
dif?cult task of matching a magnetic head 7 selection and 
output stream With an associated discrete F2F decoder 13. In 
addition, the ability to select any combination of read head 
tracks gives the user conventionally unrealiZed options to 
auto-con?gure the magnetic reader to accept multiple tracks 
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With varying formats. This can be accomplished through the 
enabling of the individual clock input selections, Clocks 1 
through Clock 3. In the MTMD con?guration 5, a single 
integrated device can provide for a smaller footprint solving 
both of the aforementioned problems, thus alloWing for neW 
and compelling applications using smaller, more poWer 
ef?cient implementations. 

[0025] The MTMD con?guration 5 can incorporate one or 
more of the folloWing features: the integration of a matched 
multi-track magnetic head 7 With an F2F decoder 13; a 
selectable F2F decoder 13 enabling the activity of any 
combination of reads from multiple tracks; the signaling of 
M-card 17 activity; and the signaling of PICC 17 activity. 

[0026] FIG. 2 illustrates a further embodiment of the 
invention, referred to as the IMPD con?guration 35. The 
IMPD con?guration 35 can include all of the components 
included in the MTMD 5, and additionally a PICC Data 
Processing unit 37 and combined A/D converter 39 and 
RF/Analog antenna circuit 41 Which are integrated into, or 
With, the F2F decoder 13. The integrated unit, i.e., PICC 
Data Processing unit 37, combined A/D converter 39, and 
RF/Analog antenna circuit 41, can function as an internal 
PCD. The combined A/D converter 39 is designed to receive 
data from both the radio frequency modulated PICC input 
received via the RF analog antenna circuit, once a PICC 
becomes active in the ?eld, and the analog signals from the 
multiple track magnetic head 7, When active data is received 
from the sWiping of a M-Card 17. Like the A/D converter 9 
in the MTMD 5, the combined A/D converter 39 can be a 
module comprised of multiple individual A/D converters 
each associated With a separate magnetic track. Similarly, a 
separate A/D converter can be associated With the RF 
antenna circuit 24. 

[0027] The RF analog antenna circuit 41 is shoWn integral 
With the IMPD 35. Alternatively, an external antenna 43 
could be connected to the IMPD 35, making the internal RF 
antenna 41 unnecessary. In any case, only one antenna, 
either internal 41 or external 43, is needed. The PICC 19 
contains its oWn integral antenna 45. An integrated antenna 
41 Would most likely be smaller in area and/or diameter, but 
Would likely reduce the read/Write range of the PICC 19. 
Thus, a larger external antenna 43 may be desired in some 
con?gurations. HoWever, an integrated antenna 41 that 
matches the RF antenna circuit could also make the per area 
used of the antenna more ef?cient. An ON/OFF control for 
the PCD excitation can also be provided, for example, Where 
a loW poWer battery operated embodiment of the invention 
may be desired. 

[0028] The combined A/D converter 39 can process both 
raW magnetic data from the each track (Track 01 through 
Track 03) and raW RF data from the RF analog antenna 
circuit 41. The combined A/D converter 39 sends the con 
verted analog to digital signal to the DSP processor circuitry, 
i.e., the PICC data processor 37, Which provides the PCD 
functionality. As With the raW data from the magnetic head 
7, the PICC 19 data is also initially presented in a raW 
(analog) manner, appearing as a sign Wave containing infor 
mation. The raW/analog data from the PICC 19 is received 
and modulated, or de-modulated, by the RF circuit 41. This 
analog data must then be converted to a digital format for 
ef?cient processing by the PICC data processor 37. The A/D 
converter 39 converts the analog data from the RF antenna 
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circuit 41 to a digital representation so that a DSP, such as 
constituted by the PICC data processor 37, can quickly act 
upon the information and proceed. 

[0029] The ?oW, or processing of information in the IMPD 
35 is slightly different than for the MTMD 5, oWing to the 
fact that the IMPD 35 incorporates an internal PCD and RF 
antenna circuit 41. In the IMPD 35, both raW/analog data 
from the multiple track magnetic head 7 and raW/analog data 
from the internal RF antenna circuit 41 are fed to the A/D 
converter 39. The A/D converter 39 converts all of the 
analog data to digital form. This is in contrast to the MTMD 
5, in Which there are no analog signals corresponding to 
PICC 19 data. In the MTMD 5, digital signals corresponding 
to PICC 19 data are fed to the gated buffer module 11, such 
as via PICC signal 25 and PICC disable 27 pins, directly 
from the external PCD 23. HoWever, in the IMPD con?gu 
ration 35, raW PCD analog signals are created by the internal 
RF antenna circuit 41. These analog signals are then pro 
cessed by the combined A/D converter 39 and subsequently 
fed to the gated buffer module 11, through Which all of the 
digital data can be routed to the F2F decoder 13, and/or to 
a control signal output, i.e., the Serial TTL controller 15. 

[0030] As described above in regard to the MTMD 5, the 
gated buffer module 11 feeds only digitiZed magnetic track 
data to the F2F decoder 13. The gated buffer module 11 
contains logic and routing that determines Whether the 
magnetic and PCD data should be passed on, such as to the 
F2F decoder 13 (Which is integrated in the PICC data 
processor module 37 in the IMPD con?guration 35 shoWn) 
and or the Serial TTL controller 15. The gated buffer module 
11 also creates the signals Which notify external devices, 
such as a system host processor of external equipment (see 
FIG. 4) that the IMPD 35 is already processing a M-card 17 
or PICC 19. 

[0031] As in the MTMD 5, the function of the F2F 
decoder 13, though noW integrated into the PICC data 
processor 37, can still be to process the digital magnetic data 
into intelligent readable magnetic data and feed such data to 
the output serial TTL controller 15, or a control/data/address 
bus connection 47, for external application interpretation. A 
crypto/security module 49 can be provide to take the data 
being sent to and from the serial TTL controller 15, or 
control/data/address bus 47, and provide encryption and 
decryption of the data. Encryption can be performed on all 
outgoing data from the PICC data processor unit 37, Whereas 
decryption can be performed on all data coming into the 
serial TTL controller 15, or control/data/address bus 47, 
before it is communicated to the PICC data processor 37. 
Alternatively, the PICC data processor could also be 
employed to perform the encryption/decryption operation, 
since this is typically performed by a softWare algorithm for 
3DES/DES (Data Encryption Standard or AES (Advanced 
Encryption Standard.) 
[0032] The PICC signal-151, PICC signal-253, internal 
PICC Active signal and internal M-Card signal are all used 
by the gated buffer module 11 to determine the state of the 
M-Card signal pin. The M-card signal logic is used inter 
nally, as Well as driven externally, to signify activity from 
the multiple track magnetic head 7 When driven to a loW 
state logic level. The PICC Active signal is also used 
internally, and driven externally, to signify activity from the 
PICC 19 is occurring. The external use of the M-Card signal 
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is set out previously, in the table describing the functioning 
of the gated buffer module 11 in this regard. As for internal 
use, the M-Card signal is monitored by the gated buffer 
module to determine the on-going state of the signal. Basi 
cally, the M-Card signal can be part of the logic used in 
combination With the PICC signal and PICC disable signal, 
to determine if, and/or When, preemption and termination of 
the M-card signal should occur. If the M-Card signal is 
active, then a decision Will be made by the gated buffer 
module 11 logic to preempt and store the remaining mag 
netic data, terminate processing the magnetic data, or con 
tinue processing the magnetic data. 

[0033] The PICC active signal can be driven to a loW state 
level to signify activity. The PICC active signal may be used 
by eXternal system logic to signify that the IMPD 35 is 
presently busy processing a PICC 19. The M-card signal and 
PICC active signal Will not be in a loW-state at the same time 
as determined by the gated buffer module 11. The M-card 
signal Would be driven to a loW-state While the PICC active 
signal is driven to a high-state by the gated buffer module 11 
logic. In this state of selection, the logic controlling the 
combined A/D converter 39 and RF analog antenna circuit 
41 signi?es that only the multiple track magnetic head 7 data 
can be processed. The M-card signal Will not be preempted, 
in this particular IMPD con?guration 15, thus the multiple 
track magnetic head operation Will not be stopped. It is not 
necessary to preempt the M-card signal since the IMPD 35 
can quickly process both the PICC 19 and M-card 17 data in 
a fast and orderly manner. The PICC active signal Would be 
driven to a loW-state While the M-card signal is driven to a 
high-state by the gated buffer module logic. In this state of 
selection the logic controlling the combined A/D converter 
39 and RF antenna circuit 41 signi?es that only the PICC 19 
data can be processed. The PICC active signal Will also not 
be preempted in this particular IMPD con?guration 35, thus 
the PICC 19 operation Will not be stopped either. It is also 
not necessary to preempt the PICC active signal, since the 
IMPD 35 can quickly process both the PICC 19 and M-card 
17 data in a fast and orderly manner. Once the M-card signal 
is acknowledged, the combined A/D converter 39 and RF 
analog antenna circuit 41 can proceed by passing the appro 
priate digital data stream from either the PICC 19 or M-card 
17 to the gated buffer module 11. The M-cad signal, or a 
derivation of the M-card signal can be used to select the 
appropriate digital data output. The selected output data is 
sent to the PICC data processor 37 for the appropriate 
processing. In the case of PICC 19 data, the data processor 
Would invoke PICC framing and bit encoding along With 
other necessary PICC 19 processing. The PICC data pro 
cessing can be accomplished through the use of a DSP. If 
M-card data Were present, the gated buffer module 11 Would 
invoke the F2F decoder 13 function of the PICC data 
processor 37. The PICC data processor 37 output, upon 
completion of processing the PICC 19 digitally converted 
data, can be sent to the crypto/security unit 49. The crypto/ 
security unit 49 may use either a DES or an AES standard 
crypto algorithm to encrypt the data. Once the data is 
encrypted, it is sent to the control/data/address logic module 
47, for output, or can be output via the serial TTL controller 
15 to eXternal equipment (refer to FIG. 3). 

[0034] If the PICC data processor 37 has completed an 
M-card F2F decoder 13 process, the PICC data processor 37 
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Would send the resulting data stream directly to the serial 
TTL controller 15, for output to external equipment, such as 
a host processor. 

[0035] In the IMPD con?guration 35, event activity can be 
detected on both PICC 19 and M-card 17 interfaces. When 
dual activity is detected, the gated buffer module 11 can 
resolve the contention by preempting either the M-card 17 
activity or the PICC 19 activity. The presumption could be 
based upon Which process started ?rst. Since all of the logic 
can be integrated into a single device, the possibility of tWo 
electronic media types attempting to process at the same 
time, thereby creating contention, is virtually eliminated. 
This can be accomplished by designing the gated buffer 
module 11 logic in a manner such that a neW processing task 
Will not be enabled until a previously initiated task is 
completed. In addition, the M-card signal provides an exter 
nal control status that signi?es an M-card busy signal, or if 
the M-card busy signal is not active, that a PICC 19 process 
is active, or that there is no activity occurring. 

[0036] A provision to preempt the M-card 17 activity 
When PICC 19 activity becomes present can be managed 
early in the media transaction cycle, alloWing for one media 
to take precedence over another. The potential occurrence of 
multiple media read contention is further reduced, thus 
simplifying, or solving, the need for separate logic to resolve 
multi-electronic media activity and data processing order 
Within a system application. No knoWn conventional device 
provides this feature. 

[0037] The IMPD con?guration 35 can incorporate one or 
more of at least the folloWing features: a PICC data proces 
sor 37 functioning as digital signal processor (DSP) and can 
include an integrated F2F decoder 13 enabling the activity of 
any combination of reads from multiple magnetic tracks in 
combination With PCD processing of data framing and bit 
encoding; the signaling of M-card 17 activity; the signaling 
of PICC 19 activity; the integration of the PCD control/data/ 
address logic module 47; an integrated, combined A/D 
converter 39 for analog data from an M-card 17 and a PICC 
19; a matched multiple track magnetic head 7; an integrated 
RF antenna circuit 41; a tWo-Way multiplexer (via the gated 
buffer module 11) to determine order of M-card 17 or PICC 
19 processing activity; and an integrated crypto/security unit 
49. 

[0038] Referring noW to FIG. 3, an embodiment of a 
system implementation 60 for the MTMD 5 is shoWn. One 
signi?cant feature of the MTMD con?guration 5 is the 
matching of the multiple track magnetic head 7 With the 
selectable F2F decoder 11. This matched pair permits the 
analog magnetic signals to be interpreted, via the A/D 
converter 9, in a manner that ensures high quality signaling 
from the magnetic strip card to the F2F decoder’s 11 digital 
outputs. Data from magnetic tracks TR-1, TR-2, and TR-3 is 
the translated magnetic strip data from magnetic tracks 
Track 01, Track 02, and Track 03, Which has been converted 
into a TTL or other digital output signal level. Input clock 
signals 01, 02, and 03 can serve multiple functions by acting 
as the track data selector and as the track data information 
synchroniZer. The M-card 17 output signal 29 is an early 
Warning magnetic card active present signal. This signal is 
processed in conjunction With the PICC signal 25 input 
indicating that a PICC 19 event is active in the eXternal 
connected system. Output from the MTMD 35 is provided 
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to external equipment 68, With Which the external PCD 21 
and PCD antenna 23 may also be associated. 

[0039] In the event that one of the status pins such as the 
PICC active signal 25 becomes activated, such as by a 
hosting processor element of the external equipment man 
aging an external PCD function, the PICC 25 signal is used 
to alert the F2F decoder 11 logic that a PICC 19 is requesting 
processing activity. In the event that M-card 17 signal is 
already active due to a M-card 17 being present, the hosting 
processor Would refuse the PICC 19 transaction activity 
until the M-card 29 signal Was cleared or placed in a logic 
high state. The PICC signal 25 can be used to queue the F2F 
decoder 11 logic of a pending PICC 19 transaction. The 
inverse is true of the PICC signal 25 With respect to M-card 
signal 29. The PICC disable 24 pin Will disable the PICC 19 
signal from preempting a M-card 17 activity. 

[0040] As further shoWn in FIG. 3, optionally, an S-card 
65 can communicate With a contact module 57 that can be 
provided in addition to the external PCD 21 and PCD 23 
antenna. To read or Write an S-card 65, information Would 
be transferred betWeen the S-card 65 and the gated buffer 
module 11 by the contact module 67 similarly to the external 
PCD 23 in regard to the PICC 19. 

[0041] Referring noW to FIG. 4, there is depicted an 
embodiment of a system implementation 70 for the IMPD 
con?guration 35, in Which the integration of M-card 17 
front-end data processing in conjunction With PICC data 
processing (reader/Writer data processing) is accomplished, 
via the PICC data processor 37. In this implementation, the 
MTMD 5 functions (refer to FIGS. 1 and 3) become part of 
the IMPD con?guration 35. Additionally, the IMPD 35 
achieves a higher order of integration ef?ciency by bringing 
together the combined A/D converter 39 and PICC data 
processor, Which can include an integrated F2F decoder 13, 
and also Which constitutes a common digital signal proces 
sor (DSP) that performs both the PICC 19 and M-card data 
processing functions. In the case of PICC 19 functions, the 
DSP achieves many of the functions necessary in imple 
menting a PCD. In order to implement other PCD required 
functions, the IMPD 35 includes the other integrated mod 
ules, as shoWn and described in connection With FIG. 2, 
including the crypto/security unit 49 and the gated buffer 
module 11, Which is the logical gatekeeper to assure that the 
right data is processed and that the proper control pins are 
asserted. The control/data/address module 49 can provide a 
primary external interface to external equipment 68. This 
high level of integration include the additional physical 
integration of the internal RF antenna circuit 41 and multiple 
track magnetic head 7 into a single module, obviating the 
need for the external PCD antenna 43. Alternatively, the 
internal RF antenna circuit 41 could be a connective module 
The external equipment 68 can be representative of, for 
example, a host computer, With Which the IMPD 35 output 
can be shared. 

[0042] In the IMPD con?guration 35, the PCD functions 
can be performed by the PICC data processor 37, With Which 
is integrated the F2F decoder 13, and internal RF antenna 
circuit 41. The matched RF antenna circuit 41 communicates 
data betWeen the PICC 19 and the combined A/D converter 
39. The M-card 17 data processing is also supported through 
the PICC data processor 37 and combined A/D converter. 
The PICC data processor 37 can process all signals origi 
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nating from either the M-card 17 and the PICC 190, and/or 
S-card 65. The combined A/D converter 37 processes analog 
data from both the RF antenna circuit 41 and the magnetic 
tracks, and feeds the converted data to the gated buffer 
module 11. The gated buffer module 11 processes the data 
and feeds the data to the PICC data processor 37, including 
the integrated F2F decoder 14. 

[0043] As described previously (refer to FIG. 3), the 
IMPD 35 could also include the contact module 67, e.g., an 
S-card 65 reader/Writer unit, if it is desired to be able to 
read/Write a contact type S-card 65. In the MTMD 5 
con?guration, the contact module 67 could be associated 
With the external equipment 68. HoWever, in the IMPD 
con?guration 35, the contact module 65 could be integrated, 
such as including the contact module 65 input to the Serial 
TTL controller 15. The data Will be processed by the PICC 
data processor 37 via the gated buffer module 11. For 
example, for an S-card 65 , the data processing functions for 
bit processing Would not be needed, and the DSP, i.e., PICC 
data processor 37 Would simply prepare the data stream for 
output to the Serial/T TL output 15. 

[0044] According to the foregoing description, various 
con?gurations of the MTMD and IMPD embodiments can 
include at least the folloWing: 

[0045] A multiple track magnetic read head integrated 
With a F2F decoder outputting digital level logic signals. 

[0046] A monolithic semiconductor device containing 
analog magnetic heads, decoder logic, and serial data pro 
cessor. 

[0047] A selectable F2F decoder output alloWing for any 
combination of magnetic data streams. 

[0048] With a PICC being present, output digital signal 
providing advanced PICC data processing activity status or 
alert signaling and activity in progress to other circuitry or 
hosting processor if a magnetic card attempts to gain access. 

[0049] With a magnetic card being present, output digital 
signal providing advanced card present alert signaling and 
activity to other circuitry or hosting processor if S-card/ 
PICC or other reader attempts to gain access by an integrated 
DSP/PICC data processor, combined A/D converter, and 
gated buffer module. 

[0050] A combined A/D converter that accepts analog 
signals from a magnetic head, or multiple track head, and 
analog data from a PCD modulated RF antenna circuit. 

[0051] 
face. 

[0052] Matched PCD antenna to RF analog antenna inter 
face circuit in combination With a magnetic head and 
DSP/PICC data processor. 

[0053] Matched PCD antenna to RF analog antenna inter 
face circuit in combination With a magnetic head and 
DSP/PICC data processor and cypto/security unit. 

[0054] Integrated monolithic DSP/PICC data processor 
for PCD and magnetic head combined functions, such as 
bit-encoding, bit-framing, and F2F decoding. 

Integrated F2F decoder With integrated serial inter 

[0055] PICC/S-card activity queuing circuitry that alloWs 
for a pending PICC/S-card request While a magnetic decod 
ing function is taking place. 
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[0056] Although certain embodiments of the invention 
have been described in detail, it Will be appreciated by those 
skilled in the art that various modi?cations to those details 
could be developed in light of the overall teaching of the 
disclosure. Accordingly, the particular embodiments dis 
closed herein are intended to be illustrative only and not 
limiting to the scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A card reader/Writer device comprising: 

a. a magnetic head having at least one track; 

b. an A/D converter receiving input from at least said at 
least one track; 

c. a gated buffer module accepting input corresponding to 
data from both a magnetic card and at least one of a 
PICC and a smart card, said input receivable from at 
least one of said A/D converter and a PCD; and 

d. an F2F decoder receiving input from said gated buffer 
module, said input corresponding to data from said 
magnetic card. 

2. The device of claim 1 further comprising said gated 
buffer module detecting magnetic card activity and at least 
one of PICC and smart card activity, and said gated buffer 
module managing contention therebetWeen. 

3. The device of claim 2 further comprising said gated 
buffer module managing said contention therebetWeen by 
preempting one of said magnetic card activity and said at 
least one of said PICC and smart card activity, and permit 
ting the other activity to continue. 

4. The device of claim 1 Wherein said PCD further 
comprises an external PCD communicable With said gated 
buffer module. 

5. The device of claim 1 further comprising; 

a. a PICC data processor receiving input from said gated 
buffer module; 

b. an internal RF analog antenna circuit receiving input 
from said PICC, said PICC data processor and said RF 
analog antenna circuit functioning as an internal PCD 
and PCD antenna; 

c. said A/D converter also receiving input from said 
internal RF antenna; and 

d. said gated buffer module receiving input from said A/D 
converter, said input from said A/C converter corre 
sponding to data from both said at least one track and 
said PICC. 

6. The device of claim 5 further comprising said F2F 
decoder integrated With said PICC data processor. 

7. The device of claim 1 further comprising; 

a. a PICC data processor receiving input from said gated 
buffer module, said PICC data processor functioning as 
an internal PCD; 

b. an external RF antenna for communicating data from 
said PICC to said A/D converter; and 

c. said gated buffer module receiving input from said A/D 
converter, said input from said A/D converter corre 
sponding to data from both said at least one track and 
said PICC. 

8. The device of claim 7 further comprising said F2F 
decoder integrated With said PICC data processor. 
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9. The device of claim 1 further comprising one of an 
integral contact module and an external contact module 
connectable to said A/D converter, said contact module 
communicating data betWeen a smart card and said A/D 
converter. 

10. The device of claim 1 further comprising a serial 
interface controller. 

11. The device of claim 1 further comprising a crypto/ 
security unit. 

12. The device of claim I further comprising: 

a. said magnetic head having a plurality of tracks; 

b. said A/D converter receiving input from each of said 
plurality of tracks; 

c. said gated buffer module receiving input from said A/D 
converter; and 

d. said F2F decoder receiving input from said gated buffer 
module, said F2F decoder selectable to decode each of 
said plurality of tracks. 

13. A multi-track magnetic head device comprising: 

a. a magnetic head having a plurality of tracks; 

b. an A/D converter receiving input from each of said 
plurality of tracks; 

c. a gated buffer module receiving input from said A/D 
converter; and 

d. an F2F decoder receiving input from said gated buffer 
module, said F2F decoder selectively decoding each of 
said plurality of tracks. 

14. The device of claim 13 further comprising at least one 
of said A/D converter and said gated buffer module receiving 
input from at least one of a PICC and a smart card. 

15. The device of claim 14 further comprising said gated 
buffer module detecting magnetic card activity and activity 
of at least one of said PICC and said smart card, and said 
gated buffer module managing contention therebetWeen. 

16. The device of claim 15 further comprising said gated 
buffer module managing said contention therebetWeen by 
preempting one of said magnetic card activity and said 
activity of at least one of said PICC and said smart card and 
permitting the other activity to continue. 

17. The device of claim 14 further comprising said gated 
buffer module receiving said input from said PICC via an 
external PCD communicable With said gated buffer module. 

18. The device of claim 14 further comprising: 

a. an internal RF analog antenna circuit; 

b. a PICC data processor, said internal RF analog antenna 
circuit and said PICC data processor functioning as an 
internal PCD; 

c. said A/D converter receiving input from said internal 
RF analog antenna circuit, said input including input 
from said PICC; and 

d. said gated buffer module receiving input from said A/D 
converter, said input including input from both said 
plurality of magnetic tracks and said PICC, said gated 
buffer module communicating With said PICC data 
processor. 
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19. The device of claim 18 further comprising said F2F 
decoder integrated With said PICC data processor. 

20. The device of claim 14 further comprising: 

a. a PICC data processor functioning as an internal PCD; 

b. an external RF antenna; 

c. said A/D converter receiving input from said external 
RF antenna, said input including input from said PICC; 
and 

d. said gated buffer module receiving input from said A/D 
converter, said input corresponding to input from both 
said plurality of magnetic tracks and said PICC. 

21. The device of claim 20 further comprising said F2F 
decoder integrated With said PICC data processor. 

22. The device of claim 14 further comprising one of an 
internal contact module and an external contact module 
connectable to said A/D converter, said contact module 
communicating data betWeen a smart card and said A/D 
converter. 

23. The device of claim 13 further comprising a serial 
interface controller. 

24. The device of claim 13 further comprising a crypto/ 
security unit. 

25. A method for multiple card input acceptance com 
prising: 

a. accepting input from at least one magnetic track and at 
least one of a PICC and a smart card; 

b. processing said input from each of said at least one 
magnetic track and said at least one of said PICC and 
said smart card; and 

c. selectively decoding said input from each of said at 
least one magnetic track. 

26. The method of claim 25 further comprising managing 
contention betWeen input from said at least one magnetic 
track and input from said at least one of said PICC and said 
smart card. 

27. The method of claim 26, Wherein said managing 
contention further comprises preempting one of said input 
from said magnetic track and said input from said at least 
one of said PICC and said smart card. 

28. The method of claim 25 further comprising decrypting 
said input from each of said at least one magnetic track and 
said at least one of said PICC and said smart card. 

29. The method of claim 25 Wherein: 

a. said at least one magnetic track further comprises a 
plurality of magnetic tracks; and 

b. selectively decoding input from each of said plurality 
of magnetic tracks. 

30. The method of claim 29 further comprising integrating 
a multiple track magnetic head With an F2F decoder. 

31. The method of claim 30 further comprising integrating 
an F2F decoder With a PICC data processor, said PICC data 
processor performing proximity coupling and digital signal 
processing associated With said PICC. 

32. The method of claim 31 further comprising associat 
ing an RF analog antenna circuit With said PICC data 
processor. 
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33. The method of claim 25 further comprising combining 
A/D conversion of analog data from a magnetic track and 
analog data from a an analog RF antenna circuit communi 
cating With a PICC. 

34. A card reader/Writer device comprising: 

a. a magnetic head having at least one track for receiving 
input from a magnetic card; 

b. an internal RF analog antenna circuit for receiving 
input from a PICC; 

c. an A/D converter receiving input from at least said at 
least one track and said internal RF analog antenna 

circuit; 

d. a gated buffer module receiving input from said A/D 
converter, said input corresponding to data from both 
said magnetic card and said PICC; 

e. a PICC data processor receiving input from said gated 
buffer module, said PICC data processor and said RF 
analog antenna circuit functioning as an internal PCD 
and PCD antenna; and 

f. an F2F decoder receiving input from said gated buffer 
module, said input corresponding to data from said 
magnetic card. 

35. The device of claim 34 further comprising said gated 
buffer module detecting magnetic card activity and at least 
one of PICC and smart card activity, and said gated buffer 
module managing contention therebetWeen. 

36. The device of claim 35 further comprising said gated 
buffer module managing said contention therebetWeen by 
preempting one of said magnetic card activity and said at 
least one of said PICC and smart card activity and permitting 
the other activity to continue. 

37. The device of claim 34 further comprising said F2F 
decoder integrated With said PICC data processor. 

38. The device of claim 34 further comprising one of an 
integral contact module and an external contact module 
connectable to said A/D converter, said contact module 
communicating data betWeen a smart card and said A/D 
converter. 

39. The device of claim 34 further comprising a serial 
interface controller. 

40. The device of claim 34 further comprising a crypto/ 
security unit. 

41. The device of claim 34 further comprising: 

a. said magnetic head having a plurality of tracks; 

b. said A/D converter receiving input from each of said 
plurality of tracks; 

c. said gated buffer module receiving input from said A/D 
converter; and 

d. said F2F decoder receiving input from said gated buffer 
module, said F2F decoder selectable to decode each of 
said plurality of tracks. 

* * * * * 


